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Abstract:
The Division of Educational Programs (DEP) at Argonne National Laboratory-East
interacts with the education community at all levels to improve science and mathematics
education and to provide resources to instructors of science and mathematics. DEP
conducts a wide range of educational programs and has established an enormous audience
of teachers, both in the Chicago area and nationally. DEP has brought microscale
chemistry to the attention of this huge audience. This effort has been supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy through the Environmental Management Operations organization
within Argonne.

Microscale chemistry is a teaching methodology wherein laboratory chemistry training is
provided to students while utilizing very small amounts of reagents and correspondingly
small apparatus. The techniques enable a school to reduce significantly the cost of
reagents, the cost of waste disposal and the dangers associated with the manipulation of
chemicals. The cost reductions are achieved while still providing the students with the
hands-on laboratory experience that is vital to students who might choose to pursue careers
in the sciences. Many universities and colleges have already begun to switch from -
macroscale to microscale chemistry in their educational laboratories. The introduction of
these techniques at the secondary education level will lead to freshman being better
prepared for the type of experimentation that they will encounter in college.
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DEP has organized, and continues to organize, rnicroscale chemistry workshops for
teachers at the junior high and high school level. Teachers who attend these workshops are
trained in a number of different microscale laboratory techniques. The methods are
presented in the form of modular experiments that teachers may insert into their laboratory
curriculum with or without modification. DEP also carries out the development of new
microscale chemistry experiments to further support the chemistry curriculum. These new
experiments are documented and disseminated through the workshops.

In 1995, DEP hosted three workshops at Argonne for 76 teachers. In 1996, DEP conducted
three workshops outside the Laboratory. In 1997, DEP organized and conducted two
microscale chemistry workshops for teachers at the junior high and high school level. The
microscale chemistry workshops are so popular that they have full enrollments (usually 30
teachers) and, at the end of Fiscal Year 1997, DEP has a backlog of 32 applications from
science teachers who are wai Ling to enroll in future workshops.
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Other 1997 microscale them istry activities included a lecture and lab session at the Illinois
Science Teachers Association Meeting, a lecture on the benefits of microscale chemistry at
the National Science Teachers Association meeting, and DEP personnel developed and
documented severai new micmscale chemistry laboratory exercises.

During 1998, DEP w ill host at least four microscale workshops for 120 teachers. In
addition, DEP will continue to develop microscale chemistry modules for teachers to use in
the laboratory class curriculum.

The Division of Educational Programs at Argonne National Laboratory - East has
undertaken to transfer microscale chemistry technology to the pre-college education
community. Microscale chemistry is, briefly, a teaching methodology wherein laboratory
chemistry training is provided to students while utilizing very small amounts of reagents
and correspondingly small apparatus. The techniques enable a school to reduce
significantly the cost of reagents, the cost of waste disposal and the dangers associated with
the manipulation of chemicals, The cost reductions are achieved while still providing the
students with the hands-on laboratory experience that is vital to those who might choose to
pursue careers in the sciences. A typical microscale experiment will consume 1% of the
quantity of reagent used in the corresponding traditional macroscopic experiment. The f~e
hazards are greatly diminished, exposure to vapors is reduced and the quality of laborato~
air is improved. The smaller apparatus that is used in a microscale chemistry laboratory is
less prone to breakage and, if it does break, the safety hazard is considerably less. The
microscale laboratories are much easier to assemble and take less time to run then their
macroscale counterparts. This allows for better time management in the high school
science curriculum. Man y universities and colleges have already begun to switch from
macroscale to microscale chemistry in their educational laboratories. The introduction of
these techniques at the secondary education level will lead to freshman being better
prepared for the type of experimentation that they will encounter in college.

Training high school science teachers to use microscale laboratory techniques has many
benefits:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

waste production by high schools is reduced

students learn waste minimization techniques that they will practice throughout their
lives

schools will continue to offer hands-on laborato~ experience to their students, a
practice that has been threatened by the increasing cost and difficulty of waste disposal

health risks to students and teachers in the school laboratories are minimized

the cost of materials and equipment needed to provide students with an excellent
science education is reduced

educational laboratories are safer for both students and teachers when rnicroscale
methods are used

the microscale laboratories are versatile and allow for peer interaction and inquiry
based learning as the students use their critical thinking skills to comprehend and
explain the chemicai phenomenon associated with each lab.
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The Division of Educational Programs (DEP) has organized, and continues to organize,
microscale chemistry workshops for teachers at the junior high and high school level.
Teachers who attend these workshops are trained in a number of different microscale
laboratory techniques. The workshops consist of a brief introductory lecture on microscale
techniques and their benefits. The teachers then spend the remainder of the day moving
from experiment to experi ment trying out the various microscale laboratories that have
been prepared for them. The teachers greatly enjoy this format as they are free to look at
the experiments that interest them the most and would be the most useful in their
respective classes. They also are instantly able to determine if that particular laboratory
would be appropriate for their students as they have the opportunity to run through the
experiment just as their students would. The microscale methods are presented as modular
experiments that teachers may insert into their laboratory curriculum without modification.
On the other hand, the teachers may elect to take the microscale techniques and design new
experiments around them. DEP also carries out the development of new microscale
chemistry experiments to further support the chemistry curriculum. These new
experiments are documented and disseminated through the workshops. At this time, DEP
is working on similar microscale experiments for biology and physics laboratories at the
request of the teachers who have already attended a microscale chemistry workshop.

A sampling of the labs that are used at the microscale chemistry workshops areas follows:
●

●

●

●

Empirical Formulas - the empirical formula of an unknown sak is determined through
the relative amounts of precipitate formed from combining specific amounts of
reagents. (Requires less than 1 ml of reagent and a 96-well plate.)

Bovles’ Law - a simple means for measuring the volume-pressure relationship of a gas
using only a closed pipet nearly filled with colored water and books with identical
dimensions and weights
Acids and Bases III Titrations - small scale titrations without expensive glass burets
(uses plastic 2 ml pipets which can be reused a number of times and cost less than a
dollar each).

Redox/Electrochemistry 11- measuring of potentials of different ion combinations
(requires only the reagents, their corresponding metals, and a simple volt-meter).

The following activities were organized by DEP and carried out during Fiscal Year 1997
through our Microscale Chemistry Initiative:

1) October 11, 1996
● A lecture and lab session for Illinois Science Teachers Association Meeting

was held.
● Microscale start-up kits were given away and time was allocated for

teachers to practice doing experiments.

2) February 22, 1997
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3)

4)

5)

6)

A workshop t’or30 Junior High School Science teachers was held at
Argonne. Te~lchcrs h:]d~~[~opportunity todolab exercises mdthey were
gjVW st:uI-up kits.

Apri15, 1997
●

July,
●

Aonchouriecture on the benefitsof microscalechemistry methods
presented attheNational Science Teachers Association meeting

997

was

Several new rnicroscale chemistry laboratory exercises were developed and
tested.

August, 1997

● Arnicroscal eworkshop was held for30 South Korean high school physics
teachers.

September26,1997
● A workshop was held for 30 High School Science teachers.

The microscale chemistry workshops are so popular that they have full enrollments
(usually 30 teachers). At the end of Fiscal Year 1997, we had a backlog of 32 applications
from science teachers who are waiting to enroll in future workshops. The Division of
Educational Programs has held two workshops in Fiscal Year 1998 and two more are
planned. In addition, DEP staff will be lecturing at ten schools in DuPage County, Illinois,
during the Fall of 1998, on the topic of microscale chemistry.

The Division of Educational Programs (DEP) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)
interacts with the education community at all levels to improve science and mathematics
education and to provide resources to instructors of science and mathematics. The division
conducts a wide range of educational programs and has established an enormous audience
of teachers, both in the Chicago area and nationally. It has been very natural for DEP to
bring rnicroscale chemistry to the attention of our huge audience. This effort has been
supported by the Department of Energy through the Environmental Management
Operations organization within ANL.

The Department of Energy Laboratories have personnel requirements that can only be met
if the educational institutions in the United States maintain vigorous educational programs
in sciences such as chemistry. The best graduates are those who have had experience in the
laboratories of their institutions. The academic chemistry laboratories are often using
macroscale techniques and are generating excessive waste and creating safety hazards.
Unfortunately, the waste disposal and safety problems can cause a school to limit the
laboratory experience of science students and thereby render them less capable.



It is in the best interest of DOE to encourage the development and adoption of rnicroscale
techniques in chemical education. The end result will be improved science education
nationwide, and less waste generation by education institutions.


